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[Page 4]  
 Saturday Sept 10th at 6 am, the wind blowing fresh from the South with a Flood Tide 
weighed from under Cape Moreton and stood along the extensive shoal that runs off from 
the N W. Pt. of Moreton Isld. The Sea broke very heavily on this spit, and we frequently had 
breakers in five fms. I think it extends farther to the N W, than is laid down in the Sketch by 
Capn. Flinders; after rounding this reef, we worked to windward between it and the Main in 
a very excellent Channel, with a smooth sea, through outside the Spit, there was a very 
heavy  
   
[Page 5]  
 Swell from the Eastd. At Noon falling Calm with the ebb tide we Anchored in 6 ½ fms. dist 
off the Main about a Mile, and observed the Latd. 27°.. 00' .. 37" South.  
After dinner the Whale Bt. was lowered down, and I proceeded in her for our old Station in 
Pumice Stone river for the purpose of seeing if the Bottle which was left near the Wooding 
place in my former Voyage had been removed, it had been left for the purpose of informing 
Mr Parsons the commanding [indecipherable] of the unfortunates Boats Crew wrecked 
here in 1823 (March).  
   
[Page 6]  
 Not a Vessel had been here during his absence, and that his live Companions had quitted 
the Coast. I confess I was by no means sanguine that this man survived, it will be 
recollected he had quitted his Companions and proceeded sailing towards the North, 
labouring under the delusion that he was to the So. of Sydney; he had taken a Northern ? 
direction more [than] 12 Months ago, and considering the nature of the population and the 
privations he must necessarily suffer from want of food &c, the chances were that he no 
longer existed.  
   
[Page 7]  
 It was therefore with feeling of the most pleasing description that among the Group and 
the Beach on landing the first man was recognised as our long lost Country Man, and close 
by him the Venerable old man so often mentioned as the kind protector of Pamphlett & 
Parsons appeared in very good condition being a stout powerful man, at first he expressed 
himself very imperfectly in his native language from long disuse, he was too much agitated 
and overcome by his deliverance to  
  
 [Page 8]  
give very clear answers to the numerous questions put to him I refer to moments of calmer 
recollection detailing the Narrative of his adventures after he quitted his companions on his 
Northern trip. When Parsons was about to get into the Bt. the old Man his kind protector 
evinced the strongest marks of attachment towards him; and could not be persuaded he 
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should ever see him again, after he left the Beach, he followed us for some time alone, and 
waved  
  
 [Page 9]   
many an adieu.  
There might be perhaps from 30 to 40 Natives collected at the wooding place. I recognised 
many I had seen in [indecipherable] last, and the recognition was mutual they appeared as 
friendly and harmless as before experienced in truth their treatment of the Shipwrecked 
Seamen affords the best proof that their hearts at least are not very savage.  
Owing to a strong flood tide it was nearly 4 o’clock before we returned on board.  
During the night  
   
[Page 10]   
the Weather Calm and Clear  
Sunday Sept 12th Light winds from the West and Sth. At 8 weighed with the flood tide and 
worked to the South. in a good and wide Channel the deepest water 13 fms. and shoaling 
gradually to the sand banks bounding the Channel, sent the Sailing [indecipherable] into 
Pumice Stone river for Water.  
At noon being Calm anchored in 6 fms. sandy Bottom – sent the Whale Bt. to  
   
[Page 11]  
 Sound the Channel we were in at half past one the [indecipherable] found we were in the 
best Channel, the boat sounded several times across the sand shoal laying between us and 
Moreton Isld. The least water in crossing 15 fms, crossed in other places having more or 
less than 3 fms. this however was at high water. The sand shoals very narrow, on the 
Eastern side the water deepens to 9 fms. At Noon observed the Late. 27°.. 5' ..15".. at half 
past one the wind springing up from the East was thus and  
   
[Page 12]  
 made sail.  
The Ebb tide making strong against us, we were set into the Bend of the Sand Shoal to the 
Westward of us, we passed over the Sail of this shoal in 2 fms. The Breadth of the Shoal 
being about the 1/8 of a Mile, the sand laying in narrow Ridges about the length of the 
Vessel in Breadth; on these ridges the water was 2 fms. and deepened to 3 fms. to the next 
ridge; we passed over 4 or 5 of these ridges before we got into the proper Channel again, 
when the water deepened to 5 fms.  
Observing a sand shoal to the S E of us, anchored, and sent the Bt. to sound it; the Boat 
returned finding on the shoalest part abt. 6 feet, but it soon terminated, leaving us a Clear 
and good 4 fms. Channel, between  
   
[Page 13]  
 it and the deep bight formed by Redcliff Pt. and the entrance into Pumice Stone river; 
weighed and made sail for the Anchorage off Redcliff Pt. carrying from 4 to 6 fms. At 5 
Anchored in a good situation in 4 ¼ fms.  About ½ Mile fm. the Land.  
Monday Sept. 13th  This day was spent in examining the Islands towards the Head of the 
Bay, none of which were found worthy of notice, being merely mangrove swamps, the 
outer parts overflowing at high water, the Centre parts more elevated, Barren and without 
water, the dry portions of some of the Islands exceeded 50 or 60 Acres. The Plants upon  
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[Page 14]  
these Islands come almost entirely tropical and not hitherto found without that parrallel, 
neither were any of them known to exist in the more Southern Lats. of N.S.W.  
I had directed a party to explore the Main opposite to the Vessel during my absence, more 
particularly to examine the Water I had found in my former Voyage. The report was every 
way favourable and confirmed the opinion I had previously formed; with the concurrence 
and approbation of Lieut Miller, Comr. The intended establishment I fixed upon  
  
 [Page 15]  
 a site for the Settlement close to Redcliff Point, possessing permanent good water close at 
hand, good soil in its immediate vicinity fit for most agricultural purposes, well adapted for 
grazing, with a sufficiency of useful timber for present purposes, Mr Miller appeared highly 
pleased with the situation and with the favourable prospects of successfully establishing 
himself and people, which the appearances of the Country held out to him.  
Tuesday Sept. 14 th. Fine pleasant W. Walked over the Ground of the intended new 
Settlement, fixed upon the   
   
[Page 16]  
 most eligible places for the different public Buildings, having reference to contiguity to 
water, and the Convenience of landing stores and provisions:  the land most eligible for 
Cultivation is on the North side of the Creek and to the North of the Settlement. The 
Natives rejected the place when the stores were landing in considerable Numbers, but gave 
no annoyance.  
Wednesday Sept. 15th. DOW Employed in sketching the Coast in the Vicinity of the 
Settlement, and in preparing the Boats for  
   
[Page 17]  
 a continuation of the survey of the river Brisbane.  
Thursday  Sept. 16th    Fine place.  We left the brig accompanied by Mr. Butler and 
Mr.Cunningham with two boats to complete the survey of the river. At 4 arrived at the 
head  of Sea Reach when we stopped for the night, we had scarce pitched the tent when 
we were visited by a party of the natives the seniors of which very troublesome, 
endeavouring to steal everything they could lay their fingers on.   At dark we  
   
[Page 18]  
 were releved from their company.  
Friday Sept. 17th.    The same party of natives visited us again this morning as we were 
embarking Had put my hat, Barometer. & surveying instruments on a rock close to the boat 
and surrounded by the people who were getting the baggage into the boats, when two of 
the natives were discovered making off with the above articles. They were pursued, but as 
they gained on us, Mr. Butler fired at the man who had the instruments which caused him 
to drop  
   
[Page 19]  
 them, being [indecipherable] struck by some of the shot. The other fellow got clean off 
with my hat – We pursued our course up the river which we did not find fresh so low down 
as in the former voyage, the Botany of the brushes &c was entirely tropical, I found nothing 
to alter in my former report.  We suffered considerably from thirst, not finding any fresh 
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water. We stopped for the night at Green Hills where the water though drinkable was still 
Brackish.  
  
 [Page 20]  
 Measured the breadth of the river and found it 350 yds.  
Saturday Sept 18th.   We had the ebb tide against us the whole of the early part of the day . 
The Botany of the brushes was examined and many curious plants found, but all tropical, a 
species of Flindersia was found ( a large tree) but it was not as ascertained if it was different 
from the one already described by Brown.   At 2 oclock we halted at Termination plains 
being the   
  
[Page 21]  
 limit of the former voyage.   in the course of our progress we shot some [indecipherable] 
and a duck. Saw no natives - in the evening we had a slight thunder storm with a light 
refreshing rain .  
Sunday  Sept.19  
A fine pleasant morning, at 10 I recommenced the survey of the river from the point where 
the former one ended.-  
[indecipherable] back to the formerly taken N 60°  30 chains  N 271 – 60 to tree on L bank – 
the land on which we   [indecipherable]  
   
[Page 22]  
 in line with a hill on the std shore, dist. from it perhaps 4 or 5 miles, both shores flat forest 
land, apple tree. The former [indecipherable] laid down 10  chns to long – This last reach 
the river widened to abt 15 chains, and was shoal the whole length of having no more than 
from 8 to 10 feet , in some places only 6 – at [indecipherable]  on larbd shore - N 315.  1 
mile, to E on Starbd shore cutting the point on this side, Both sides low – This reach the 
soundings varied  from 8 feet to 7 feet towards the Starbd shore and latter part of it, the 
Starbd shore towards the end of the shore is lofty and rocky, the ridges covered with iron 
bark trees the opposite side low and brushy immediately on the shore , a little back, the 
land rises into an open apple tree flat . From  E to S N 221 ½ 40 the soundings along this 
bend of the river varied from 4 feet to 10 feet, the river at end evidenced considerably and 
the country on the Larbd shore to the Next station fine open forest, towards the end  
   
[Page 23]  
 the Bank rises a little, but is very open. From [indecipherable] N 189-120 [indecipherable] 
to this station the soundings from 8 feet to 7 feet but I consider there is on the Larbd shore 
a good channel of 8 feet at low water, at the end the river narrowed at [indecipherable] 
and the soundings increased to 7 feet- from G to A N277 ½ 30 [indecipherable] a creek to 
the L – this bend narrows the river to abt 8 chns, a deep Channel.  4 & 5 feet- at end. The 
bank on left commences low, the opposite side ascends to a forest bank of – gentle 
elevation H to S 80 chns N 350,60. a ridge of hills of moderate elevation laying about 
[indecipherable] & NNE in line with this sta-  their base about 2 miles & 3/4  back from 
[indecipherable]. The first rapid was crossed near the commencement of this sta. having 4 
feet over it, it was abt 150 yds long the breadth of the river about 280 yds at the end of this 
sta. another 4 foot rapid, and a considerable creek or stream on the L. oppt – the country 
around very fine the range of hills before mentioned crossed the   
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 [Page 24]  
 present course of the river at RL, forest flats on both sides, no appearance of floods and 
the tide appears to rise about 18 inches – From F to K. N 338-60 passing between a low 
sandy side and the starbd shores the other side shoal, the land on the left a fine open forest 
flat, also on the right tide rises about 2 feet, average depth in the channel which is close to 
the [Indecipherable] about 5 feet – the river about 20 chains wide,- K to L –N332.100 chns 
average depth 7 feet, width of river abt 12 to 15 chns - the Ld shore a steep forest bank, 
[indecipherable] iron bark trees oppte not good, but grassy, resting on a base of sand stone 
opp side a fine flat of land, very lightly timbered - L to M North 90 chns.  The opposite shore 
from the end of this sta. rises along the course of the river into higher forest land than 
before and at the end of the next sta. is a small steep clear hill perhaps abt. 150 feet high, 
the opposite point on the left to this hill, the shore brushey but almost directly becomes a 
flat of forest land the soil of these flats light but good average [indecipherable] 6 to 8 feet  
   
[Page 25]  
 M to N N14° – 35 chns- From N to O N 341 45 chns I made [indecipherable] at it obtained 
specimens of the rocky base of the hills a Sm Brush [indecipherable] the side of hill to the R. 
the country rises on that side into bold forest hills of considerable elevation the river 
appears still to have a rise of abt 2 feet of tide – at the end of this sta. we passed the 
shoalest rapid we had yet met having only 23 feet, pebbly bottom, a chain or two beyond 
the sta. Rocks in the river no appearance of floods- O to P –N321-60 on the right to the end 
of this shore a very lofty rocky bank at end a brush having much pine growing  on it, The 
brush extending up the sides and on the summit of the hill- P to Q – N271-50 Starbd – those 
lofty with a thick brush on the sides, much pine, opposite those, low forest- some rise of 
tide as before – Q to R N237 ½ -35 chns Left bank low, the   
  
 [Page 26]  
 Right, lofty hilly bank, very steep river at 5 chns wide 2 1/2feet R to T N 177 ½  20  left bank 
low with pebbles indicating at some very distant period that it had   
been overflowed.  Std shore , continue  hilly but declining, S to T N 100-60 The starbd bank, 
an elevated flat of Rich land declining to   
a point which had evidently by its sandy shore and pebbly surface been at one period 
washed by an inundation, a flood would be too weak an expression  to use for a collection 
of waters rising to the height (full 50 feet) which the appearance of the shore here renders 
probable, the width of the river must then be about  ½ a mile. The left bank rose into an 
elevated Ridge of grassy land, stoney and [indecipherable] studded with trees, chiefly 
cypress and iron bark;  We halted on the pebble bank for the night about  
   
[Page 27]  
 ½ past 4 and while our dinner was preparing, Mr C, Mr B and   
myself ascended the high grassy ridge on the O side and from it we had a   
very extended view to the SW, in which quarter, two remarkable   
points bearing respectively  N 205 ° and N 210 ½ of a lofty and   
wooded Park afterwards called [indecipherable] Mt. N 280 °-   
magnificent range of mountains, were seen, this range was distant   
between 60 & 70 miles, and the country though probably broken into lower   
ranges did not present any remarkable features above the general surface, it   
appeared a wooded level.   It seemed probable that the river or   
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some branch of it flowed from between the point whose bearings were   
  
 [Page 28]  
 taken-  
The result of the days observations effectually destroyed the perhaps too   
ardent and flattering hopes I had indulged that this large river would prove the outlet for 
the waters of the great western interior, in proportion to the strength of my expectations, 
was my feeling of disappointment, and I again experienced the fallacy of trusting to the 
appearances, which in countries where the rules governing the operations of nature are 
most certainly ordered to known laws, would fully have warranted the opinion that formed, 
considered as that opinion was and is with the conviction I cannot but still continue 
impressed with, that the  
   
[Page 29]   
Waters of the Western Interior cannot be entirely dissipated by   
evaporation.  
Monday Sept 20th.      The fogs and dews intensely heavy, but are soon  
dissipated by the strength of the morning sun – at 9 resumed the examination  
of the River.   
[indecipherable]Ld shore to be [indecipherable]   
[indecipherable] the ridge to a flat of that land.    Tide flowing   
C to D N 255 - 60.   The L shore then declines to a Flat and the S   
shore rises into grassy views of open Forest land, sand shoals and Islands  
in the river – D – E N 234.25° W at the end of this flat the Starbd  [indecipherable] from the 
grassy slopes to a Flat.   The whole of the last reach the River was shoal & wide, having now 
abt 2 feet water and at high water perhaps 15 inches more – E to F. N217.40 
[indecipherable] a long, sandy Py from L shore.  The River shoal the Flat continue 
alternatively, free from  
   
[Page 30]  
 Inundation at end of the Sta.   The [indecipherable] rises  
into forest ridges while a flat commences on the Ld S –   
passed on the left hand a remarkable Point of Trees, jutting out from   
the land, in times of flood an Isld a little above a Bold  
Rock of a [indecipherable] of Quartz protruded into the water   
- F – G N 198-20 [indecipherable] G – H N 2491/2 -12.   H to I N 269 – 20 River very shoal, 
tide flowing J – K N 235 - 12  Rapids tide ceases to flow, Boat navigation ends, pulled the 
boats with some little difficulty, over the Rapid K – L N 270 - 60.    The S shores steep and 
hilly, the opposite side good Flat.    The whole of this reach and the next a shoal rapid, the 
River above ¼ of a mile wide, the Channel of the Water Narrow as wide as  
shoal, the water free - [indecipherable] through the gravelly shoals which   
engross the greater part of the Water – Landed on the  
Ld shore, and ascended the high tide forming  
  
 [Page 31]  
 that bank of the river, walked to its western extreme, the view was not very extensive in 
any direction, to the West was a very lofty ridge of Hills covered to their summits with Pine 
and the River apparently wound round its Base.  The Country was broken into forest hills, 
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some of considerable elevation, and on the whole it had a very pleasing and picturesque 
aspect.  The High range seen firstly was not visible L- M - N265 - 60 [indecipherable] shoal, 
it was 1/2 past four before the Boats cleared the rapids.  M – N. N270 - 50 chns. We 
encamped for the night near the end of this sta. on a Gravely Point on the Std shore, the 
opposite bank of the River  
   
[Page 32]  
 rose nearly perpendicular from the water to the height of 130 feet, presenting  rocky front 
composed of coarse pudding stone dipping to the East about 15o – many large detached 
rocks on the margin of the water course  a species of Granitic sand stone.  
Tuesday Sept. 21   
 A fine clear morning.   As a narrow channel of the River, a little above our encampment 
was blocked by several conifer trees laying across I determined to endeavour to clear it 
before we loaded the boats, the River here between the Banks was full ¼ of a mile wide. 
The channel through which the water flowed not more than 30 yards, the remaining waters 
of the Stream entering the Pebble shoals, flowed under there and again emptied 
themselves  
   
[Page 33]   
 into the deep reaches which invariably lay between the Rapids – While the people were 
employed in clearing the Channel, [indecipherable] and myself resolved to examine the 
River, and see what further difficulties might be opposed to our further progress in the 
Boats. Sta   N – O N36° – 90 at the end of this sta the std shore a perpendicular rock of 
pudding stone abt. 70 feet high, strata nearly horizontal – O – P  N 247 – 100, walked along 
the steep bank of the River on the L.- hand side the opposite side flat, rising into forest hills, 
the highest peak of which is above the base of O – at the end of this sta:   a Peak hitherto 
taken for Flinders Peak, N 166°: dist abt. 20 miles presenting a bold rocky front to the 
Westd [indecipherable] of the South end of  
   
[Page 34]       
 a Pine Ridge to which our course is directed. N 259 – dist. abt. 4 miles. 
[indecipherable]river bends up N 295 – 80, at the extreme of which a sandy point 
commences this side – at 2 miles crossed the River in direction of the Bearing of Pine Ridge, 
crossed a barren stoney track for Musn. Native & Bathurst Flats abt. 1 3/8 miles more, and 
came to the edge of River, at the Base of Pine Ridge, the River [indecipherable] of the 
Reach. N5° – and W – 185, abt. 2 miles having crossed the River, we penetrated through a 
very thick brush abounding with stately and magnificent pines, which towered far above 
the other timber of the Hill, among which was the Flindersia. Mr.C. procured a couple of 
young cones which satisfactorily demonstrated that the Tree which had excited so much 
admiration was  
  
[Page 35]    
 an entirely new species of the genus Auricaria, being the first discovered in New South 
Wales, and decidedly the growth of the interior and not a coast tree, we measured one, the 
first we came to, the circumference of which was 10 feet.  Many others were of greater 
magnitude  which was carried up perfectly straight without a branch to a height of from 50 
– 100 feet, the whole height in the full grown trees being at least 150 feet. [indecipherable] 
stately tree W.C. gave the name of the Brisbane Pine being first discovered on the Banks of 
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the River of the same name.  
  
W.C. in this noble forest  
   
[Page 36]   
 discovered many new and valuable plants among them the Calystenia on pancratium, the 
bulbs of which were procured.  
  
My hopes [indecipherable] of finding this an interior River which I had  considered so 
effectively destroyed in consequence of the appearance of the river on the 19th were this 
day destined to be again awakened, and my sanguine expectations unexpectedly 
confirmed, so far at least as conclusive arguments can be drawn from the discovery of a fish 
hitherto known only to exist in the waters of the Western Interior. On our route towards 
the Pine Ridge, we fell in with our old native who had been fishing  
   
[Page 37]  
 when we crossed the river, he sat down by Mr Cunningham, who seeing  the   
tail of a fish protruding from the mouth of his bag, began to examine the contents and 
before he could disengage the fish  from the  exclaimed this is a Bathurst cod fish, on the 
fish being pulled placed fairly  before us, not a doubt could possibly exist of their exact 
identity in every particular, this species of fish was intimately known both to Mr. C and 
myself, and we also knew that it did not exist in any eastern Waters, the fish measured 1ft. 
9 ½ ins in length , and was 5 ½ inches round. The dorsal fins had 11 rays   
   
[Page 38]  
 the anal fin 3 rays towards the breast  the pectoral fins were placed before the ventral fins, 
having ea 4 rays, the ventral fins were many rayed, and rounded the Central or tail fin  the 
same. Four lines of gills, - With those that had once seen the fish of the Western Waters no 
doubt could remain, no other fish ever seen in any of the other fresh waters of the colony 
having the smallest resemblance to them; since we had been among the rapids several fish 
of very large size, some measuring more than 4 feet long had been seen by us all, in the 
deep pools under the steep banks, these we called the fresh water shark , having only   
   
[Page 39]  
 an imperfect view of them though this dark shade of the waters, the larger sised fish of the 
Bathurst fish, do in outward form and at a distance somewhat resemble the shark.-  
  
The Pine hill being clothed with an almost impervious vegetation to its very summit, of 
course our hopes of an extended prospect were disappointed, and we returned to the tent 
highly  gratified and exhilarated by the days occurrences and acquisitions though quite 
exhausted by the heat of the sun, and the length and difficulty of our journey  
   
[Page 40]  
 Wednesday Sept 22nd – The weather continues very warm & sultry. I gave up the idea of 
taking the boats any further up the river which indeed could not be effected in the present 
very low and depressed state of the stream, without immense difficulty. The whole country 
bears the marks of extreme drought, and I should [indecipherable] it must have been many 
months since rain had fallen , at least  of any consequence. Leaving the lush, accompanied 
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by Mr Butler I ascended a lofty conical hill about 4 miles N ° from the [indecipherable] 
having a rocky summit from which I expected an extensive prospect, my expectations  
   
[Page 41]  
 were not disappointed, a more magnificent view it has not often fallen to my lot to behold, 
the whole country to the South was before me bounded by the noble range which extends 
abt. W N W from the coast range of Mt.Warning,  which a lofty peak in which reared its 
head high above the surrounding mountains, in the extreme Southern distance bearing 
N191° dist 50 or 60 miles probably more from whence gradually becoming less broken and 
elevated was apparently lost in the lower & nearer ridges of Forest Hills bearing nearly W B 
S,- [indecipherable] distant 25 or 30 miles, a broken hilly country covered with pine forests 
intervening from W 28 ° S round to W36 ° No.  I saw no remarkable or distant mountains, 
the  
   
[Page 42]  
 country by being hilly and broken, my situation was quite sufficiently elevated to have seen 
any ranges or points of Ranges, had any existed at all comparable with the Grand Western 
Range of Mt.Warning, the hills in this quarter was might be generally  what is termed an 
open wooded country considered as very thickly timbered, with the exception of some very 
extensive Pine Forests to the SWBW and WBN, The most attentive consideration of the 
formation of the country, the direction and termination of the principal ranges, all tended 
to strengthen my long formed opinion that this river communicates with the waters of the 
Western Interior, though certainly   
   
[Page 43]  
 by no navigable channel. – A very remarkable hill conical with a flat top covered with Pines 
– bore N310 abt. 30  I named Mt. Forbes, and another under the great Western Ranges 
dist.abt 45 and bearing N196 I named Mt. Bannister, Flinders Peak bore N169 about 20 
miles.-  
  
The Southern range of mountains before mentioned, appeared to have a stream of water 
washing its Northern Base, as a chain of fires of the natives could be distinctly traced nearly 
40 miles to the Eastd – and it may probably be ultimately found to be the Tweed River 
which discharges itself under Mt.Warning into the sea,- a [indecipherable] hill bore N307 
and was the only [indecipherable] object in that quarter and might be abt. 15 miles  
   
[Page 44]  
 dist the country between very broken, a dist peak in the Mt Warning range on the Coast 
bore N178°.  The Rocks composing the summit of this hill which was named Belle View Hill, 
were of quarts and jasper , the latter predominated.  
Thursday Sept. 23  - fine & clear at [ indecipherable] , the Bar, at the tent stood at 29,673 
having no [indecipherable] the tem was estimated at abt. 65° at the summit of Belle View 
NW bar 29,155 – having made preparation for an absence of five days Mr.Cunningham and 
myself set forward to the westward, intending to reach the conical hill which bore N307 
from Belle Vill , and from which we hoped to have an extensive Western prospect. Our 
course was on the North side of the river which was seldom  
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 [Page 45]  
 distant above 2 miles and lay through a broken and very hilly country, we travelled along 
the ridges when possible which caused us to make a very circuitous route to the point we 
had in view, at 2 oclock we halted on the South Bank of the river under a lofty peak on the 
hill South side of which was nearly perpendicular, but clothed with Pines & other timber to 
its summit , which was only thinly studded with Gum and iron Bark trees we had come in a 
direct course West not more than abt. 8 miles, but the difficulties & fatigue of travelling 
through a broken country and the  
   
[Page 46]  
 burning sun, can only be properly appreciated by those have been compelled to march on 
foot through a tropical country in the middle of the day. After we had refreshed ourselves 
we crossed the river and ascended the hill at the summit of which we arrived in time to 
witness the last descending rays of the sun into the Westrn interior. The great So- range 
was fully developed, and we had the satisfaction to perceive its gradual dip to the lower 
Western country, between N     and N nothing intervened but a ridge of   
   
[Page 47]  
 Pine hills laying North and South declining from a slightly elevated centre to either 
extremes point over which the [indecipherable] of the The Southern range was lost in the 
abyss ,whilst over its northern point was seen the rising of the Northern chain of  
mountains gradually increasing in altitude as it extended North the country on its Eastern 
side was low with two or three   
 [next six lines indecipherable]  
   
[Page 48]  
 whatever, and I felt a decided connection in my mind that there was no thing in 
[indecipherable] natural Barrier where say between the Point on which we stood held the 
Western Interior, and that consequently the stream of this river was the Channel to convey 
those western waters to the river.  The whole country bore the appearance of excessive 
drought, and judging from its appearance should say little or no rain had fallen within the 
last 12 months, all the Northern and southern Water courses having been sources in the 
lofty Hills in those yrs even Days, and the growth of grass and shrubs in those parts of the 
Bed of the River (between its [indecipherable]   
   
[Page 49]  
 banks near ½ mile [indecipherable] now only proved that years had intervened since the 
accumulated waters of the Interior had rolled down its channel to the sea, causing those 
numerous sand Banks and Shoals which under the Navigation of Moretons Bay is tedious 
and difficult.  I do not think that the bed of the river where we halted was more than 6 feet 
above the level of tide water, and I have no doubt whatever that in ordinary seasons, the 
river is easily navigable for Boats many miles above the point which terminated our 
investigation.  
  
It is known that a very severe drought has affected these   
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[Page 51]  
 Parts of New South Wales.  During the past year, and appearances justify the conjecture 
that a similar reason has prevailed here, and that the low state of the Western waters 
severing therefrom is the cause of the present depressed level of the river.  A comparative 
series of observations made at Bathurst and in the vicinity of this River, carefully noting its 
rise and fall, would [indecipherable] much to [indecipherable] and into what may still 
appear to be obsessive and doubtful in the question of connection between the Brisbane 
and the Western Waters.  
  
We saw great numbers of the Fish common only to Bathurst and the Waters in its vicinity 
but  
  
 [Page 52]  
 we were not so fortunate as to take any, its absolute identity therefore  rests on the 
minute examination made of the one found in the possession of the Natives on the 21st.  
  
Great Forests of Noble Pine were observed to the SW, and their useful applicability to Naval 
and other purposes was contemplated with pleasure.  The sides of the hills free from Pine 
were thinly studded with Wood, and well covered with Grass, the summits stony, V Bad.  
The levels & Valleys good & fit for cultivation, the soil of the Hills on which the Pine grows 
though stony is very rich and fertile  
  
 [Page 53]  
 being covered with a multitude of new & beautiful trees and plants.  
  
the Country did not seem ill peopled, fires being seen in every quarter from the Eastern 
ranges of Mr Warning to the distant West.  Kangaroos were numerous and there would be 
no want of food for a Native population in a country whose waters nourished the nutritious 
fish of the Western Rivers.  
  
The following Bearings of remarkable points in the Country in connection with the general 
Survey of the River, being taken, we described the Hills, which we named Mount Araurcaria 
and returned to our Temporary Wigwams and guniahs for the Night.  
   
[Page 54]  
 [blank page]  
   
[Page 55]  
 Friday Sept 24th – the Weather continues very hot and Sultry, the dews of the night almost 
equal & make rain, and no doubt cause that appearance of Freshness in the Vegetation 
which a long continued drought would in this climate otherwise entirely destroy.  In the 
early part of the morning Mr C. employed himself in exam[in]ing the production of the Pine 
Brushes and procured many new plants, of genera hitherto believed to exist only within the 
tropics.  We returned to the Boats by a somewhat different and better route, through a 
country well clothed with grass, use adapted for grazing more particularly sheep.  The day 
was  
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 [Page 56]  
 unmarkedly clear, and on reascending Belle Vue Mc on our return we had a distinct view of 
the coast Range, Mt Warming bearing at 144° distance 55 miles – Fatigue and extreme heat 
had almost exhausted us, and on good nights upon was a welcome relief.  
  
Saturday Sept 25  Clear & Sultry, proceed on down the River, and stopped at 5 o’clock on 
the left bank opposite Bremer River, for the night, this place [indecipherable] be desirable 
and convenient for an establishment whenever the settlement is so far extended as to 
under   
  
 [Page 57]  
 an object to procure the Pine in large quantities, the River being navigable for very large 
craft, and quite fresh.  The country on both sides the River fit for cultivation, the tide rises 
about 3 feet, - I expect a family of Natives, who on seeing us ran into the country, leaving 
their valuable behind him, they had been feeding on the long worms, which are found in 
Wood that has been long in a state of decay under water. We had nothing to add to their 
store we left every thing as we found it.  
  
Sunday Sept 26th not Sultry we continued our course down the River.  Obtained several 
bean plants  
   
[Page 58]  
 and Specimens of Wood, halted for the Night on the L Bank of the River, below termination 
[indecipherable].  During the Evening we had a severe storm of thunder Lights and rain.  
  
Monday Sept 27 Sultry as usual, proceed down the River it may be remarked here that 
when I first Visited it in Dec 1873, the Water was found fresh about 16 Miles lower down 
than we at present experienced it.  The tide having been against us, the greater part of the 
day we did not get lower down the River than Crescent  
   
[Page 59]  
 beach, where we intended stopping for the night, as I expected to find fresh Water – We 
saw at the Cove of the Beach on the left bank, a very large assemblage of Natives in the 
same spot we saw them last year, it was evidently a favourite place with them most 
probably on acct. of Water being convenient, as among the party was a full proportion of 
Women & Children.  
  
We landed about ½ Mille below the encampment on the same side the River, there being a 
small Creek between  
   
[Page 60]  
  
us which I hoped would prevent their visiting us, as I had no desire to hold communications 
with them, having had full proof of their desire to possess any thing they see, and making 
off with what they can secure without the Ceremony of asking leave.  Whilst the Last was 
[indecipherable] and the things getting out of the Boats, Mr B and myself went in search of 
Water while Mr C [indecipherable] getting the things on shore.  We had not been long 
absent, and some  
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 [Page 61]  
 returning unsuccessful to the hut which was by this time pitched, when we found that a 
large party of the Natives had fd their way to it, they had been very troublesome and Mr C 
had some difficulty in preventing them taking what they chose, particularly one man who 
was recognised as the one who stole my hat on the morning of the 17th he was a fine 
athletic man, as indeed they all were on my seeing him, made signs that I knew him and 
was angry with him, and that he must bring back the Hat, he seemed well  
   
[Page 62]  
 to understand my meaning but only laughed and jumped about, at length seeing we would 
not suffer him to come near the tent, he made signs as if he & another would go and bring 
the hats, and went off leaving 5 or 6 about us on a hill a little above the hut, he shortly 
returned but as might have expected we stop the [indecipherable], on the Contrary he had 
brought with him a number of other Natives making now on the whole about 14, all the 
[indecipherable] sort and best made muscular men I have seen  
   
[Page 63]  
 in any Country.    We determined that the fellow should not come near us, and Mr. 
Cunningham endeavoured to explain to a fine stout [indecipherable] man the reason, which 
he seemed well enough to understand.   Mr Butler was holding some of the others in 
conversation, when the Savage before mentioned who had for some time appeared 
working himself into a Transport of Passion as is usual before they attempt any thing 
violent seised a piece of wood and hurled it at me;  fortunately some dead branches on the 
ground  
  
 [Page 64]  
 intervening it fell short, being thrown in the same manner as is the Bomerang.      The other 
natives had before began to fall back and Mr Butler having seen him throw the stick and 
observing him about to resume the attack on WC with a stone fired at him and struck him 
on the Left arm and [indecipherable], he immediately made off running towards the Creek, 
the others slowly going off different ways, but in no manner interfering to assist their 
companion, we observed [indecipherable] crops on the   
   
[Page 65]  
 edge of the Creek about 200 yards from us, after a little time observing no one came to 
assist him though the greater part of the [indecipherable] were within a few yards of him, 
we went to him and found him laying on his side, being apparently severely though not 
dangerously wounded with the small shot with which the barrel was loaded, he bled but 
very little and I was not sorry that he had suffered for his boldness, the other Natives 
seemed to consider him as having sought his fate for on our making signs  
  
 [Page 66]  
 that they should come and take him away, they immediately crossed the Creek and first 
motioning for us to withdraw a little.   Two of them approached him, and first blowing on 
his face several times they shouted as for more assistance which being immediately 
afforded by the others, he was taken to their Camp on their shoulders.   The camp was not 
distant more than 500 yds. from us but out of sight, we soon discovered his arrival there by 
the most dismal howlings and wailings I ever heard, and [indecipherable] by the Women & 
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Children  
  
 [Page 67]  
 and this noise was continued with little interruption through the night, and the Men 
occasionally joined in loud but measured shouts, we though at difft times we heard 
dancing, as if a Corroboree had been held round him, but the cries of Women & Children in 
seeming distress prevailed, and from the [indecipherable] noises that continued we 
conjectured that various ceremonies were performing, and that the wounded Man was 
probably of some consideration among them as [indecipherable] his numerous curious 
[indecipherable] and raised mark V   
  
 [Page 68]  
 together with his whole conduct and deportment had before mentioned to indicate.  
It had been necessary repeatedly before firing to point the [indecipherable] at one or other, 
more particularly at the wounded Man in order to deter them from [indecipherable].   They 
however seemed to think very little of it which [indecipherable] to them having seen Mr 
Butler fire at a Duck in the River which he unluckily missed as also that the Man who had 
been fired at on  
  
 [Page 69]  
 the [indecipherable] whilst making off with the Instruments had been so very slightly 
wounded as to give them a contemptible opinion of one means of defence against their 
expectations, and though I deeply regretted the incapacity that had now occasioned our 
firing, yet I was glad that the shot had taken effect on the right person, and the serious pain 
he must doubtless suffered would operate in some defence as a warning and proof that we 
were not utterly defenceless.   I also hoped it might have its good effects  
   
[Page 70]  
 among the Tribes in the vicinity of the New Settlement, as though the distance is 
considerable probably 28 or 30 miles, yet events of this nature are sure to be common 
[indecipherable] from tribe to tribe, then the knowledge of the powerful effect of our 
weapons operate in deterring them from attempting the little petty thefts which their 
ardent desire to hop up whatever they behold would otherwise doubtless tempt them to 
commit.   
  
 [Page 71]  
  
Tuesday Sept 28   A calm still night the howlings at the Camp of the Natives ceased an hour 
or two before sunrise, and were resumed with redoubled  violence on the rising of what 
[indecipherable] -  and shortly after almost entirely ceased;  we had intended to visit their 
Camp, but considering that we might disturb them, and certainly brought away their 
women & Children the intention was given up, and we proceeded down the River stopping 
country about ¾ of a mile from  our sleeping place to look for water which we found in 
abundance and of excellent quality being  
   
[Page 72]   
 at this season a Chain of Ponds watering a fine Valley.  The [indecipherable] good, with 
timber and a few Pines by no means an negligible station for a first settlement up the River.  
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 At 4 o’clock after a satisfying race we found the entrance of the River and stopped an hour 
to dine before we proceeded to the vessel.   I took several bearings from the No point of 
the River to determine its position, and returned to the vessel about 10 o’clock the same 
night;  after an absence   
   
[Page 73]  
 of 13 days spent in most interesting and I hope useful investigations.  
  
The examination of the lower part of the Bay had been executed and a good Channel 
founded, the vessel having been moored on the Bank of Sand to close to Redcliff Point for 
the convenience of unloading had drifted in a strong gale from the SE having broken one of 
the flukes of the Bc Bower the vessel was moved further out and again moored the anchor 
laying in a bottom of stiff mud, no vessel should anchor for any  
   
[Page 74]  
 considerable time in less than 5 fms off the Pt as the holding grounds within the three fm 
Bank is bad, being hard sand, small vessels of light draft may lay close to the shore, but 
when embedded should haul out into deeper water, at the extreme openness and want of 
Shelter, cause a very heavy Sea to rise in a short time, it subsides however as suddenly as it 
rises.  The Winds causing the greatest Sea are from North round by the East to SSE.  The 
land laying at such   
   
[Page 75]  
 a distance between those points as to afford little or no shelter.  The bailer had proceeded 
in the [indecipherable] accompanied by Mr Hoddle to Sound the South entrance into the 
Bay as I had previously directed – The settlement was getting on lists slowly.  
  
Wednesday Sept 29th  [indecipherable] Sultry W.  Preparing Boats & pools in order to 
procure some of the Pine spars fm Deception River.  At noon obsd the [indecipherable] h.a. 
° - 56” 10 ‘  
[indecipherable]  
   
[Page 76]  
 W 14°; 40S at 9 o’clock the Kehic was hauled off without difficulty and we commenced 
during the Night at Anchor in the fairway on  the West Pt of the [indecipherable] E71° S, SE 
Point of Peels Isld W63°S.  
  
Saturday Oct 9th  Light winds from the westw at 5’clock, weighed and steered down the 
Channel towards Cypress Point, being the NW point of the Main land, and forming the So 
Head of the Harbour, our soundings were various from 5 fms to 10, but on a medium 6.  
The Channels fair and good, at ½ past 9, anchored in 3 fms being too close over with the   
  
 [Page 77]  
 Main land, and between Two Spits running of the Eastern Shoals, having founded the 
fairway and found from 6 to 10 fms weighed with the 1st Ebb and Lowed down to excellent 
Anchorage in 7 ½ fms under Cypress Pt bearing                 Dist ¼ of a Mile  
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 [Page 78]  
 Redcliff Pt of 1° 4Cd  N 289 306/  East Extreme of sand shoal No 5 and last s/a N333 – 
Eastern Extreme of Western Sand shoals N347 1/4 Western Extreme of Sand shoals 
bounding the Mainland N353 ¾ High Pt of Moreton Isld, the Peak usually taken N349.  N 
Extreme of Mainland – North - [indecipherable] of those Northy N 9 Dist 1 ½ or 1 ¼ Mile; 
End of Sandy beach, where the sand shoals bounding the West side of the Main Commence  
N 3 3/4  from this to the North Pt of the Main, is the Anchorage – N Extreme of Moreton 
Isld in Light of N 341° Extremes of 1° 48d N 2096 306 to 300 ½; Extremes of 3°  N292 to 286 
1/4; from the Vessel, the S end of the Beach (N3°/4) E65° N - [indecipherable] air boats near 
Sunset, Obsd, the O am  
   
[Page 79]  
 to marked [indecipherable] himself that it actually hung in pendulous hopes from his 
shoulders, he appeared to be a person of influence among them and namely no human 
being would submit to such extreme torture & inconvenience as the raising there lives were 
of occasion without unless the operation and marks considered an indication of superior 
Rank & Merit.  
 [1/2 page sketch of the area]  
   
[Page 80]  
 Bearings of Shoals from Ship  
Shoal bending round W28°; ¼ Mile inclining NW G and then NBWWly being the Southern 
edge of a Bank, between which and the North side of Peels Isld, there is a Channel into the 
Western Pt of the Bay, about 2 fms at the Nl end at low Water  
  
Spit off the West Pt of the Main opps Peels Island W70° 45’ N.  Time of sand shoals on 
which the Vessel is, towards the Main Land No 45° 25E  
[indecipherable] the Sand Bank, running off from the Main being the [indecipherable] on 
East side of the Main Channel – E10° NE67 – all to the No of that bearing round to the 
Bearing of the S End of Moreton Isld, being sand shoals with at most boat passages, the  
   
[Page 81]  
 remainder of the space being at low water dry sand  
  
Landed on the Sand Patch, running off from the Main, about 3 chains West of the Tree - 
Line of Sand Shoals Ily cutting at its S – Ex the Bearing for it No 2 - N213.20 No Double Isld 
N198 ½ Wy Pt of chain N 190.  Extremes of Peels Isld for N220 to N245 ¾ Vessel N259° 3d 
Isld 376 ½ - 2d Isld N290 N Sand Shoals (NS) on which the Vessel is N139.  Line of shoal 
bearing in close to the beach land N34° - 2d tha on the brow of a Sand Hill covered with 
Cypress, abt 4 chains in from the Edge of Mangroves, the sand shoal extending at 20 chns 
outwards – NW end of Peels Isld N250 Vessel N260 ¾.  Centre of 2d Isld N290 NE Part of   
   
[Page 82]  
  our further efforts until high water was a vexatious circumstance as in Dependant of the 
Delay, it will occasion if we had waited until half ebb, we should have got through the 
Channel without difficulty.  Bearings to ascertain our situation being taken – when on 
shore, at 2PM ¾ ebb, the pleasing Bearings of the Shoals & Channels were taken in order to 
lay down the position of the several Banks by which the almost the whole East side of this 
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extensive Bay on Inlet is bounded – From the Vessel, During the time I was taking the 
Bearings on shore.  
   
[Page 83]  
 [small sketch of Peels Isld]  
  
I was closely attended by a Party of Natives, fine well built men, they did shew  any trouble 
over curiosity but on the contrary they conducted themselves in such a manner] as to 
impress us with a very favourable opinion of them.  Some of them even [indecipherable] 
call it horribly marked, by raising the Skin in lines over all parts of the Body and Back, the 
thighs and arms were raised in the form of small Angles to ^^ [sideways arrows] any 
[indecipherable] disposed.  One lean had  
   
[Page 84]  
 water except at the SE pt being surrounded by very extensive mud flats, covered with 
oysters, Cockles, and the San Muscles, these mud flats are strewed over with their blood or 
lamina of sandstone and are firm to walk on.  
  
The Boat found a good Channel, mainly close to the Main land leading to the anchorage 
under the North W Extreme of N [indecipherable].  The general Sounding [indecipherable] 6 
first, one Cast 3 first, being the Tail of a Shoal, about 304, Broad, the sounding at low water 
which is the best time to peep down the Channel as all the hands then themselves distinctly 
at 6 returned on board.  
   
[Page 85]  
 Friday Oct 8  Light winds from the South  The tide of flood making throng between the 
Islands.  I did not weigh until ½ past 8, when I passed to the So  of Peel Isld, through a very 
good channels, at high water; the ebb.  Having made strong swept us out of the Channel 
from 5 feet to 8 feet in one Cast, and before the Vessels could be sounded too, she 
grounded fore and aft on the sand bank, about 30 yards within or on the Bank, likes 
occurred at 20 past 10.  Got the long Boat out, and layed the stream Anchor in the Channel 
as been in Deep water, and Lori taught on it, but the tide having ebbed, evaporated of 1 
foot, we were obliged to define  
   
 [Page 86]  
 Oct 7th Thursday.  Having anchored under the SW end of Peels Isld towards the head of 
Moreton Bay, landed on the SE Pt to examine it, while Mr Penson proceeded in the Whale 
Boat to examine the Channel between it and the Main land.  
  
The Island is composed of an indifferent sandy soil, and contains 6 or 700 acres, the Limbu 
is small and generally useless, a few Cypress Trees (Calytrix) excepted there is plenty of 
Fresh water in a swamp near the Centre of the Island the SE pt is founded on Sandstone 
rock as indeed the whole Lotd appears to be, it is inaccessible on all sides at load  
   
[Transcribed by Margaret Broadfoot, Rosemary Cox, John Stephenson for the State Library 
of New South Wales]  
   
  




